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A fun filled, confidence building
experience, all to the beat of a drum!

Fun Friends Flow
-Promotes self-confidence and fitness
-Super Fun!
-Workshop includes age appropriate body percussion,
rhythm games, drumrobics and learning an easily-
attainable drum performance piece

Testimonials
"Our students thoroughly enjoyed this fun, innovative,
dynamic workshop. The facilitators had amazing energy!
Thank you" - St.Mary's College

"A fantastic workshop. Our students loved every minute of
it. Des and Deanna are so enthusiastic and run the
workshops exceptionally. Couldn't recommend drumadore
highly enough. Thanks for a great day" - Mercy Tuam. 

Eimhin & Des are both brilliant teachers...and were
absolutely amazing from start to finish . Both were full of
energy, and had a good sense of humour. Really looking
forward to booking this again for my class next year -
Barna N.S

 

 
Who are Drumadore?

 
Drumadore is a company focused
on improving human connection

and collaboration through
drumming. The company director,
Éimhín Cradock has had a career

that has seen
him tour the world with the Saw
Doctors, become the director of

the world famous Macnas
drummers, a primary school

teacher and eventually form his
own way of teaching the drums

which is the Drumadore method.
 

The company was founded in
2016 and now has a staff of 10
experienced and enthusiastic

drum instructors all educated in
the philosophy of the company

which is
“Fun, Friends, Flow”.
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PRICES AND DAY STRUCTURE

We offer a 9-4pm day with however many sessions you
can fit in your own school day. We send two instructors
and have a fast-paced workshop where the children
learn a piece they can perform together as a group and
we make a video of it for the school then. 

To help concentration and to have fun we break up the
time with drumrobics, body percussion,  rhythm games
and we can also perform drum pieces for the children. 

Workshop Fee: We charge €500 for a day like that
locally, if we are travelling for over an hour from
Headford we need to charge travel costs.

Bring it outdoors: We have a 54m2 gazebo that houses
30 students for rental at €100 per visit.

Travel Costs: €10 per half hour fuel costs and €10 per
hour per facilitator travel time.

A sample quote for a school two hours away would be as follows:
€500 Workshop
€40 diesel 
€20 travel time per facilitator x 2 = €40
Total €580.

 

 

 
Structuring the day all depends

on how ye have your bubbles
and pods set up. 

 
From experience our workshops

are not as effective if the
numbers go over 25 in a group.

Spacing and engagement
become an issue.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Timings: 

Here is how we set out the timings: 
All times are approximated and can be varied, we are flexible. 

Option 1:  3 x two hour workshops (9-11, 11.10-13.10, 13.45-15.45) 
Option 2: 4 x one and a half hour workshops: (9-10.30, 10.45-
12.15, 12.30-2, 2.30-4). 
Option 3:  5 x one-hour workshops (children don't get much out of
one hour) 
Option 4: 2 x three hour workshops. This is the best option for sure if
you can afford it.

DRUMS DAY STRUCTURE


